
The quarterly journal of the George C. Marshall European Center for Security Study’s, per 
Concordiam, is published in English, German, and Russian.  While we prefer submissions in 
English we do accept submissions in Russian or German. The quarterly journal, per Concordiam, 
publishes five sections of solicited and unsolicited material.  All material should include an 
abstract of up to 150 words, describing the main arguments and conclusions, and 5-7 keywords 
or phrases, indicating the main themes of the manuscript. 

1. Viewpoints: Authors should be distinguished Marshall Center alumni (preferred), or an 
individual in a position of great authority (Chief of a Ministry, Chief of Defense, 
Ambassador, Parliamentarian or Legislative official, etc.).  Authors are encouraged to take a 
provocative stand in less than 500 words on the theme of a quarterly issue – see submission 
deadlines for themes. 

2. Feature Article: Feature articles in per Concordiam are 3,000 to 4,000 words in length on the 
theme of a quarterly issue – see submission deadlines for themes.  Authors should also 
recommend ideas for sidebars (300 to 650 words) and provide data for charts, graphs, or 
maps that will bring value-added information and substantiation.  Each issue will have one 
feature article. 

3. Parallel Feature Articles: Paralleled feature articles in per Concordiam are 1,000 to 2,000 
words in length on the theme of a quarterly issue – see submission deadlines for 
themes.  Parallel articles will cover a different angle of the theme for the quarterly issue, but 
cannot duplicate the information covered in the feature article.    Authors should also 
recommend ideas for sidebars (300 to 650 words) and provide data for charts, graphs, or 
maps that will bring value-added information and insights.  Each issue will have 2-3 parallel 
feature articles. 

4. Thematic Articles: These articles should cover a topic of interest to a specific region of 
Europe or Eurasia under the heading ‘Cooperation’, ‘Security’, or ‘Policy’, and be in the 
range of 500-1500 words.  The topics for these articles will not be the same as the theme of 
the issue - – see submission deadlines for themes by issue.  

5. Book Reviews: Book reviews should assume that the reader has not read the book(s) under 
review and offer a very brief summary of the same. The review should position the book 
within the relevant field of literature.  It is imperative that the book review contain 
substantive analysis and comments on issues raised by the book(s).  Reviews should assess 
the quality of the book and place those books in the context of current events - why this book 
is so important or controversial?  The editors of per Concordiam invites authors of reviewed 
books to respond. Reviews of books published in other main languages are also considered. 

Please note that per Concordiam, as a Marshall Center publication, is governed by U.S 
Department of Defense regulations.  Book reviews published by per Concordiam are not 
endorsed by the Marshall Center or the U.S. or German governments. 

 


